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31st January 2017
School Uniform
At Shaw Wood Academy, we are extremely proud of our children, and how smart they look when they
represent the school, both in our community and out on school visits. We believe that wearing school
uniform enables children to identify with their school, gives a sense of belonging, is practical, smart,
reinforces a positive work ethos & reduces expenditure for parents.
Over time, and for lots of reasons, our children have begun to wear a mix of clothing and shoes in a
variety of colours. Working with parents we would like to make sure that all our children are wearing the
agreed school uniform. This is outlined in the table below.
Boys

Girls

Socks - black, grey, navy blue
Trousers - black, dark grey or navy
Polo Top/Shirt – pale/sky blue
Fleece/Jumper/Cardigan - NAVY ONLY (no
hoods)
Shoes - plain black (no training shoes)

Socks/Tights - white, black, grey, navy blue
Trousers, Skirt – black, grey or navy
Tunic, - black, grey or navy
Polo Top/Blouse - pale/sky blue
Fleece/Jumper/Cardigan - NAVY ONLY (no
hoods)
Shoes - flat plain black (no training shoes)

Summer Alternatives
As above with the option of wearing tailored
shorts (no denim)

Summer Alternatives
As above or a blue gingham dress or tailored
black or navy shorts (no denim)

P.E
Navy blue or black shorts
sky blue or white crew neck t-shirt (no
buttons)

P.E
Navy blue or black shorts
sky blue or white crew neck t-shirt

Swimming (currently Y5)
Plain black or navy swimming trunks – no
shorts and a suitable towel

Swimming (currently Y5)
Plain black or navy one piece costume and a
suitable towel

We would like to reintroduce pale/sky blue polo tops and shirts, rather than white BUT this does not mean
we expect you to buy new uniform straight away. We ask that when you replace your child’s current white
polo t shirts/ shirts you purchase the pale/sky blue instead.
In the interest of safety, children are not allowed to wear ear-rings (including studs) and other jewellery, in
school. Children may wear a small watch.
As always we thank you for your help with ensuring that we maintain the highest possible standards at
Shaw Wood so that it is a school that children, parents and the community can be proud of.
Kind regards and many thanks for your support.

Mrs J Campbell
Executive Headteacher

